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Framework & Standards for 
Public Sector Governance

mandate letter agreed and signed by all directors;
requirement to evaluate and report to the minister against the principles, and orientation about taxpayer accountability 
principles;  and
expectations for ministers, public sector boards, DMs, CEOs and public sector staff. 

The BC government has developed multiple standards and guidelines for Crowns 
to enhance accountability, oversight, and reporting.  Recent studies indicate that, 
although many of these standards still hold true, over time some of the practices 
and standards have become diluted.  In addition, the standards of good 
governance are evolving.  What has never wavered is the need for directors to 
understand 

Taxpayer Accountability Principles
With the introduction of the Taxpayer Accountability Principles (TAP) in 2014, the BC government set out to strengthen a 
culture of accountability in provincial public sector organizations.  The six principles underpinning TAP are designed to 
ensure decisions and actions of public sector organizations, including Crowns, reflect the priorities and values of both the 
government and their shareholders – BC citizens.  In recognition of the higher accountability, TAP puts into motion a series 
of actions that have a direct impact on boards and individual directors including NEW:   

Cost conscious    Accountability    Appropriate compensation    Service    Respect    Integrity

Test Your Standards
Check your personal awareness and your board’s adherence to each of the 
following standards.  Circle the number on the scale of 1-5 which best 
re�ects your awareness and your perception of your board’s adherence, 
where 1 is Low and 5 is High. If you do not know, select DK.

their role as representatives of the shareholder and their �duciary duty. 

1. Taxpayer Accountability Principles and Framework

2. Mandate Letter

3. Shareholder’s Expectations for BC Crown Agencies

4. BRDO Best Practice Guidelines

5. BRDO Appointment Process

6. Public Sector Governance: A guide to the Principles of Good Practice

7. Crown Corp. Executive Compensation Policy

8. Crown Agency Good Practice Checklists

Corporate Governance

Audit Committees

Governance Committees

HR Committees 

Risk Management & Internal Controls

Investment Governance  

9. Framework for Government – Crown Relationship

10. Crown Agency Accountabilities Summary 

11. Ethical Conduct for Directors of Public Sector Organizations

12. Treasury Board Directive 3/11

13. Information Requirements and Events Calendar
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Key Sources of Best Practice Standards Personal Awareness        Board Adherence
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“The principles recognize that public 
sector organizations have a higher 
accountability to the taxpayer.” 
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TAP was introduced to stress the importance of governance and address a perceived gap between government expectations and current 
Crowns and public sector organizations. Implementation of TAP requires Crowns to evaluate their current practices against government 
expectations and improve structure, practice and results where required. 

To undertake this process, WATSON recommends a six step approach. (Refer to the Governance Revitalization Worksheet.)

Meeting the New TAP Standards

STAGE 1: 
Revitalize Your Governance to Meet the Standards

Notes

1. Identify Applicable Governance Standards

T New TAP Accountability Requirement

Create a comprehensive list of governance standards that apply to your Crown. Ask 
yourself:

What public sector governance requirements or standards apply to our Crown?
What private sector governance requirements or standards apply to our Crown?
What ‘leading practices’ should we adopt?

T

2. Conduct a Governance Audit

Undertake a governance audit to compare your Crown’s current practices against 
government expectations, legal requirements and leading practices. Consider the written 
governance framework + how things work in practice. Ask yourself: 

What are the gaps between what we do now and what is required by TAP?
Which current practices align with the TAP standards?  How will we sustain these?

3. Embrace a Governance Revitalization Program

Next, commit to a program of governance revitalization to address the gaps. Be speci�c 
about what needs to be done. Develop a 12-month plan and integrate the required 
changes into your organization’s forward calendar. Ask yourself:

What do we need to continue, change, adopt or stop?
What are the priorities? What are the easy items that can be addressed right away?
What is a realistic timeframe to complete the program of revitalization? 

4. Orient & Educate Your Directors AND Management

Orient all directors on the expected standards of governance and what high 
performance looks like. Provide an engaging program of education that enables 
directors to understand how governance impacts organizational performance and how 
they can bring effective governance practices into the boardroom. Ask yourself:

Do our orientation and education programs adequately address the TAP framework 
and principles for board and executive roles and expectations? 
What type of governance-related education do we need (board and management) to 
help us meet government’s expectations?
What support do individual directors need to maximize their contribution?

STAGE 2: 
Evaluate. Improve. Repeat.

5. Evaluate Your Performance

Invest in annual board evaluations.  Be intentional about designing the process – the 
most critical aspect of any evaluation – gather feedback, and act on results. Augment 
performance with peer evaluations which, when supported with robust feedback and 
action plans, can dramatically increase individual director contribution to the board and 
to the organization’s overall effectiveness. Ask yourself:

Does our current board evaluation process result in action items that help us 
improve?
Do we embrace personal feedback?
How do our current board evaluations relate to TAP and organizational performance? 

6. Assign Responsibility

At the heart of TAP is the principle of accountability. Designate responsibility for good 
governance. Ask yourself:

Who is responsible for good governance at our Crown?
How well does our corporate secretarial function support the process?

T
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How to Ready Directors for Review and Revitalization

watsoninc.ca 604.569.2071

Governance is not an end in itself. It is a means to an end; namely, to ensure that the organization is effective and ef�cient in achieving its mandate.   
High performing Crowns continually ask themselves:

Do our governance practices contribute to our Crown’s ef�ciency, health and performance?
Does our board provide the “tone at the top” for cost effectiveness and a principled culture of ef�ciency and accountability?

In order to take governance to a higher level in your organization, consider the following steps:  

Guiding the organization’s corporate governance practices and processes 
Guiding directors on their duties and responsibilities 
Ensuring boards get the information they need to do their work
Making sure meetings run smoothly and address the right topics 
Coordinating between board and management
Ensuring compliance with applicable laws, regulations, policies and standards (including TAP)
Designing appropriate orientation and education programs

The Indispensible Corporate Secretary
Who supports the board in being effective? A corporate secretary (in house or out sourced) can take a 
lead role in ensuring your organization meets the new Taxpayer Accountability Principles. The best 
corporate secretaries are strategic contributors and trusted advisors who help manage the board’s work 
and act as a liaison between the board and management. 

Today’s corporate secretary plays a role in:

With the new Taxpayer Accountability Principles, government has made a clear statement about the expectations of the board and individual directors. 
By the end of 2015-16, all directors will be required to individually sign the annual mandate letters. Make sure you are ready to sign.

Does your 
corporate secretary 
have a seat at the table? 

Are You Ready to Sign on the Dotted Line? 

If your organization and board have not gone through governance changes of this nature, consider engaging outside governance expertise to assist.

Acknowledge Embrace Cascade Lead

Communicate Measure Own

Identify the need for change, 
and the roadmap to guide the 
governance revitalization 
program

Set time on the Board’s 
agenda to discuss the issues 
and con�rm commitment to 
the review and revitalization

Ensure the standards and 
expectations set by the Board 
cascade through the various 
layers in the organization

Consider assigning leadership 
responsibility to the 
Governance Committee

Make sure the entire 
organization understands the 
Board’s expectations and the 
scheme through which the 
Board will provide oversight

Be explicit about the 
objectives of the revitalization 
program and how progress 
will be measured

Directors act collecctively but 
are individually responsible; 
ensure every director is aware 
of his/her responsibilities and 
embraces personal ownership

Understand your legal responsibility
Understand the evolving duty of care
Get the education you need
Understand your role in implementation
Take personal responsibility for results

T New TAP Accountability Requirement

T
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